Supervising at UC San Diego (S@UCSD) is a new learning opportunity for supervisors of Campus staff.

**WHAT IS S@UCSD?**

Supervising at UC San Diego is an orientation to the important do's and don'ts of supervising at UC San Diego emphasizing an approach where supervisors/managers are grounded in best practices, recognize areas that may implicate laws and regulations, and connect with resources to help navigate supervisory challenges. Additionally, this course provides an introduction to the employee lifecycle, identifying managerial responsibilities at each stage of the employee lifecycle, and exploring applicable tools and resources. *This course includes two half-day sessions.*

**WONDERING IF S@UCSD IS RIGHT FOR YOU?**

- *Do you newly supervise Campus staff?* Come to this training as it is a great way to acclimate to the supervisory roles and responsibilities at UC San Diego.
- *Are you an experienced supervisor of Campus staff? Have you already taken Sup Lab?* We invite you to attend this training as a refresher to meet your Campus Human Resources partners.

**BENEFITS OF S@UCSD INCLUDE:**

- Connect with multiple Central Human Resources units regarding key managerial roles and responsibilities, including Q & A sessions
- Content designed to complement Sup Lab
- Opportunity for all managers regardless of tenure or experience to refresh their managerial toolkit

**HOW CAN YOU PARTICIPATE?**

Register via [UC Learning Center](https://uclearningcenter.ucsd.edu). Good news, S@UCSD will be offered on a quarterly basis in 2022!